
Isaiah Kane
i.kane@email.com (123) 456-7890 Houston, TX LinkedIn

WORK EXPERIENCE

Boral Industries, Inc. - Industrial Electrician
2013 - current Houston, TX

Planned, layed out, and installed wiring circuits and distribution centers, decreasing wiring errors by 23%

Operated forklifts, scissor lifts, boom lifts, and pallet jacks, enforcing safety to reduce injuries by 17%

Diagnosed, reported, and remedied electrical trouble, repairing apparatuses to save $9K+
Partnered with engineers for equipment upgrades and installations, delegating work to 4 electricians

Assembled functional parts of enclosures and tanks via hand tools, levels, plumb bobs, and straight edges

Reed Electric, LLC - Apprentice Electrician
2010 - 2013 Houston, TX

Performed routine maintenance, and worked with the electrician to troubleshoot motors and controls

Installed, maintained, and repaired equipment and parts under the supervision and evaluation of licensed
electrician with accurate work 94% of the time

Dug ditches for cables, assembled electrical parts, and completed finish work, such as trimming outlets

Prepared for installations, including cutting and peeling lead sheath and splicing cables together
Read blueprints, working with crews to minimize miscommunication and errors by 15%

Terry's Electric - Apprentice Electrician
2007 - 2010 Houston, TX

Worked under the direction of electrician to select tools, perform troubleshooting and repairwork for
malfunctioning equipment, maintain inventory, and submit reports 3 times a week

Completed defective product documentation and safety training, and adhered to safety procedures to
contribute to a decrease of on-site injuries by 9%

Installed fiber optics, conduit paths, and AC/DC circuits and generators under supervision

Unloaded and organized products, materials, and equipment for assigned projects, and documented
inventory use and needed repairs, submitting reports to journeyman electrician

Demonstrated 100% accountability by arriving early and prepared to work as noted in evaluations

SKILLS
Critical Thinking; Organization; Conducting System Tests; Proficiency with NEC; Maintenance; Team Player

EDUCATION

Clear Lake High School - High school diploma
2003 - 2007 Houston, TX

LICENSES
Journeyman License

https://linkedin.com/

